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This year, we challenged pupils to celebrate National Poetry 

Day, “see it like a poet” and explore the theme of vision. 

Year 7 pupils practised their handwriting and illustration skills 

to showcase works by famous writers, ranging from an 

anonymous poet of the 17th Century to the Civil Rights 

champion, Langston Hughes. Others took up the torch and 

wrote verse of their own.

Inspired by Lucy Webb's 'Etymology', pupils in Year 8 and 9 

investigated the meaning of their own names, reflecting on what 

they found out to create poetic self-portraits.

Meanwhile, Year 10 students considered the meaning behind, 

Scottish poet, Vicki Feaver's 'The Larder', in which the speaker, 

having “turned seventy”, starts “stocking the shelves” by taking 

a mental inventory of her most precious experiences. Students 

followed her example and produced poems in which they 

present images of treasured memories.

What follows is a selection of some of their work. We hope you 

share our pride in the level of creativity and thought pupils have 

poured into their poetic visions.

“The one thing that you have that nobody else 

has is you. Your voice, your mind, your story, 

your vision. So write and draw and build and 

play and dance and live as only you can.”

Neil Gaiman

The English Department
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Year 7:

Handwriting and Illustration

Laura E, 7LN
Poem by Christina Rosetti

Kayan R, 7PM
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Abigail F-H, 7LN
Poem: anonymous
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Michael L, 7LN
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Evan W, 7LN
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Leila J, 7LN
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Nandinee S, 7PM
Poem: ‘Who Knows?’ by Liz Brownlee
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Sophie P, 7LN
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Elsie, A, 7PM
Poem: ‘Blackberries’ by Margaret Atwood
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Gabrielle J, 7LN
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Year 7:

Original writing

Shania B, 7LN
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Saisha L, 7PM
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Eloise T, 7DM
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Anjali K, 7LN
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Years 8 and 9:

Poetry inspired by ʻEtymologyʼ

by Lucy Webb

Isabel W, 8CBr



Adam P, 8CBr

Lois L, 8CBr
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Amelia E, 8RG

Megan R, 8RG
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Elliott T, 8RG

Mannie B, 8CBr
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Isobel J, 8RG

Bryony H, 8RG
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Oviya Y, 8CBr

Albie H, 8CBr
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Phoebe N, 8RG

Caitlin B, 8CBr
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Hamza M, 8LD

Joseph D, 8LD

Creator

The name given to me is a gift:
Creator. 
I imagine myself as a creator of worlds.
I think I am needed, like a hammer for a builder.
I imagine myself as a God, looming over the world
But sometimes I wonder if I were given another name,
I would do better.
I do not hate my name,
I believe I am a lottery winner.
I am an artist applying my paint to the canvas,
Choosing my paint for my next masterpiece
But I wonder what would happen 
If I didn’t do my job.

I am a lion, 

Strong and fierce. 

I break my victims’ necks 

With my muscular paws. 

I roar like an earthquake destroying.

A volcano with hot, deep and dense lava, 

It erupts with the slash of my paw when my victim

Tries to escape. 

I am a lion. 

My name means lion.
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Meredith P, 8LD

My Gift

My name means strong and brave,
But I feel the exact opposite some days.
Sometimes I feel so odd and alone,
Like a single star drifting on its own.

My name was a gift, a prediction, a thought,
That one day I would rule over all,
That I would be strong courageous and bold,
But maybe my fate was just mistold.

My star sign is Aries, outgoing and bold;
Maybe my fortune was correctly told.
I said that I felt odd and alone
But now I feel special, like a gem of my own.

‘Angel of Beauty’

My name is a gift, a blessing:
Beautiful.
Blooming white orchids, red velvet roses,
I am the angel of beauty.
I soar on majestic wings.
My halo shines bright.
I wonder what the world would be without 
beauty?
I imagine guiding others to their inner self.
I do have another side,
The side no one expects.
I hide it from others,
‘Cause I'm not like the rest.
I put on an act,
But that's not the fact.
Beauty is everywhere,
It's inside of you.
You just have to find it,
Like I did too. Anesu R, 8LD
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Alistair G, 9JC

Myles D, 9JJ
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Edward D, 9EP

Bronwen L, 9JC

Who am I supposed to be?

I am blank paper
Food with no flavour
Bread, rice, crackers,
An empty canvas awaiting sensation.
Why couldn’t I be 
A king, a leader,
Like my brother? 
My parents didn’t trust me
With a name so powerful.
But I am not plain like they expected of me -
I am a rainbow of joy and laughter.

I think I am a safe,

Standing silently, protecting wealth and fortune.

I am a golden chalice waiting to be drunk from.

I sometimes imagine myself as an animal,

It doesn’t even matter what,

Just being able to roam freely, 

Unlike how I am now.

I feel trapped,

As if my name is keeping me concealed.

I wonder if I will ever be free. 
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Olivia G, 9JJ

Isabella Cooke, 9JC

Who am I?

My name dances,

Around the streets of Spain.

I am a burst of sunlight 

Awakening the golden hill tops of Italy.

Sometimes I wonder 

What if I had a normal name?

My brother is a joker. 

I am supposed to be a graceful swan 

But I am uncoordinated 

Underneath the surface.

Me

I am a calm eagle as white as a sheet flying over Rome 
In the balmy humid air.

I am a white page, awaiting imagination.

I like to think I am full of joy and wealth.

People say I am a streak of colour shining over earth 
Bringing peace and happiness.

Others will say I am a hard worker always ready to fight 

And win.
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Oliver H, 9EP

William H, 9JC

William the Protector

I was supposed to be the protector,

The wall surrounding our castle.

My parents gave me my crown, 

A golden glinting weight.

I was supposed to be the brave lion,

The conqueror, the hero;

I worry that I am the quiet mouse

Hiding in the shadows,

Afraid to show my colours.

I can be as shy as the darkness in the corner of a forest.

I can be as loud as a town centre at rush hour.

I am a community.

Deceived by the nooks and crannies of my surface,

My friends call me a midget.

Little do they know I have a heart the size of a fortress

Locked behind the vast brick wall of my emotions.

Only certain people have witnessed it.

They are the most important to me;

They are what keeps my cogs going.
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Daniella A, 9JJ

Departing Youth

What does it mean to be youthful? 

That's the name I was given 

Like a citrus lemon 

Hung from its tree like a coat from a hook 
Ripening radiantly 

As the colour shifts from a pure pea green 

To a light, luxurious sunshine. 

Like the taste of a watermelon, 

As the juice drives down your chin, 

As the natural sugars rush through your veins,

As the seeds slowly travel down your tongue. 

Enjoy it while it lasts; 

All good things go. 

The lemon that was once sweet, 

Rots in your narrow mind, 

Waiting to depart the tree, 

But it just hangs there, 

Sorely solo in the back of the field, 

Extinguishing itself, 

For new lemons to grow in. 

Like a lemon, your youthful memories 

Slowly depart you. 

What does that say about my name?
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Casey C, 9EP

The Vigilant Owl

I am the vigilant owl soaring
Within the ebony ribbons of an icy night
Keeping watch over those
Whom I hold dearly
Protectively sheltering them
Beneath my ghostly wing.

Brave in battle, I dive
Into the heart of combat
With sharp talons and squawking beak
As we begin our dance.

My piercing amber orbs set ablaze,
I detect what lies 
Beneath the surface
The pretence of innocence
Lurking around every corner,
Every friendship and household.
I see through the hidden disguises 
And secretive facades,
As if they were little more than shattered glass,
Only revealing their true form like a bending ray
Of sunlight passing through
The shallow depths of a luminous river.
For I am the vigilant owl.

Annabel J, 9EP
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Year 10:

Poetry inspired by ʻThe Larderʼ

by Vicki Feaver

Sophie K, 10MS

The Whisper of the Ocean

I pile the books on the shelf,
Wishing not to forget
Where I put them
Or the shelf they rest on.

Every day a new book,
Waiting for its story,
Waiting for the words to surface,
Waiting for me to fill them.

Today, it’s the sound 
Of the waves collapsing,
Returning to the ocean,
Where they’re meant to be.

It gifts you isolation,
Cleansing the ears,
Forcing you to feel
Like you’re the only person in the world.

It’s the smooth feel of
A pebble resting on your skin,
Like an island 
Submerged in your palm.

The way it fits perfectly,
Like a lock and key,
The cool feel
Like a pond's surface.

As I place the book back on the shelf,
I promise myself I will never forget
The calm it gives me,
Knowing it will never change.
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The Shelf 

Turned fourteen, so young, yet so aged
avoiding becoming devoured by daily tribulations;
I quietly and carefully, fill my shelf with untold stories, that sculpted my past

A sunrise, materialising over the horizon,
I contemplate, scrutinise and dream
Encapsulating the rays of my hopefulness.

Arms reaching, filling me with comfort,
unconditional love, always and forever;
a constant reassurance, engulfing me with joy.

Sweet perfume, heralding love of another,
gentle lulling, whisking life’s troubles away,
quiet wisdom accompanied by bountiful love.

The tranquil night and the laughter filled days,
friends that are for always, no judgement, unfailing support,
endless happiness, solidarity and perfect harmony.

As I continue to store these tales away, shrouded in their leather cloaks,
I will never forget these cherished moments,
they will remain recumbent on these shelves.

Darcey T, 10ARi
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Reuben B, 10ARi

Me and My Dog

Turned fifteen, still years to go,
Still lots to do

Still lots to know

An only child with no pets of my own
But wait, a surprise

A small cardboard box with two peering brown eyes

A trusted companion, a loyal pet dog
Her simple brown eyes

Looking lovingly at me, as bright as fireflies

Dad tells me she is man’s best friend
Not sure about man 

I’m her number one fan

Turned fifteen, years to go,
Still lots to do

Still lots to know
But me and my dog means I’m no longer alone

The Days at Sea

He's getting older now a dark sea approaching, 
trying to tie down the memories safe from the coming storm.

 I taste the salty air as it touches my tongue. 
The sharp feeling of the waves splashing against my skin
 and the exhilarating sound of “I've got one!”. 

Trying to savour them, 
the memories of our time together, 
trying to hold on to the fleeting hours of joy
as the painful reality that this trip may be our last washes over me.

I'm not ready for him to go yet. 
I'm not ready for him to leave me upon this ship alone.

Liam H, 10MB
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Jessica S, 10ARi

Vibrations

Digging into the crumbling soil,
Storing priceless visions for safe keeping,
Hidden away under layers of terra firma,
My most precious treasures.

Filling and packing an old can of beans,
For when I come back and open it,
Memories of family and friends,
Will fill me with joy.

Remembering the satisfying build up before a song,
The needle dropping on the vinyl record,
Listening to my family’s favourite songs blasted around the house,
Sending bass vibrations through your body like a giant’s footsteps.

On a car journey home,
Singing the classics and a few family front runners,
Or watching musicals with my best friend,
And having dedicated songs or lines to sing.

Even just playing my clarinet until my lip goes numb.
These dear moments I could forget,
So, it is best to cherish them,
To bring back these points in time,
And remember when I was at my happiest.
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The Aisle

Three hours remaining and not wanting
To waste a second, all my energy built up,
I’m fastening my seatbelt again.

Each hour there is another movie to watch:
Last, it was superheroes,
Horror: the hour before last.

The choppy, bumpy frenzy begins
Snacks sliding, children screeching and ears popping,
The captain booming “This is completely normal!”

A calmness descends,
Pages flipping, Movies resuming
Conversations restarting, tummies rumbling.

The squeak of trolley wheels are like music to people’s ears
Cans opening, cold from the fridge,
Biscuits accompany the piping hot tea.

Mohammed R, 10ARi

The short flight of stairs,
Invites me, as though it was yesterday.
Climbing up the familiar path…
Leaving me at the door, diseased with rust,

Here I am,
Revisiting my larder, this rooftop.
Memories flood:

I used to sit on the roof ledge,
Below the whispering moon,
Illuminating life beneath

While glooming
Over the starlit city, soundly asleep,
Eating glazed cherries.

I lifted the deep red-rounded crystal
To my lips and punctured its smooth skin
With my teeth
The sugary syrup melted with the slick of my tongue.

So sweet! Yet so cold…
If only I could revisit those days...

Sree S, 10MS
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Gruff D, 10CO

Reminiscence

Forgotten. The dust powdered novellas locked away
In a vault, never read.

Lying on a beach a long way from home, enveloped by the warmth.
Toes sinking into the warm powder, each tiny grain slipping through the contours of my toes. 

The sea, lazily rising and falling, a reflection of my serene mood, the foam lingering for a few 
seconds before disappearing into the saturated sand.

The seemingly foreign heat spreading down my body, tingling.
The condensation from my drink snaking down my arm, leaving a trail of relief from the heat.

Content. Peace. Warmth. Reminiscing upon a time much better than now.

Molly P, 10MS

Turned fifteen, I’ve got time
Still lots to learn 
Still lots to know

Each day my slowly
Filling jar fills

The sun bounces off the sand
Blinding me

 But it's a torch helping me to see

Today, it’s the turquoise sea
Folding at the shore line

Sailing over sand 
Hitting a dog’s feet

Her ears stand like mountains 
On her globe like head

Fur like cotton

Tomorrow is a bird of paradise
Still lots to learn 
Still lots to know
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Velvet Memories

It was difficult to feel warm
When the tree was knocking on my window,

Begging to escape the cruel, bitter gusts of wind.

But the kitchen was still a dance floor. 
The kettle whistled its sweet melody.

The steam waltzed above
And encased the jar,

Beckoning its contents to dance
I took the jar down:

One by one,
They emerged

Like shy children playing hide and seek.
I took a nibble,

A lick,
A bite.

Rocky biscuits 
Met the velvety waves of a chocolate ocean.,

It was as if a welcome stranger had strolled through the door
And greeted me with a smile.

All the fear,
All the panic,
All the stress,

Melted away like the winter’s snow,
Revealing what joy lay beneath.

Happier times rang loud in my ears.
Louder than the rain,
Louder than the wind,

Louder than the knocking of the tree.
But the only thing louder,
Was the beat of my heart.

Taylor M, 10MB
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Emily S, 10ARi

The Bookshelf

As time proceeds
I have come to realise 

How many books lie still on my bookshelf
Some even untouched stories

That I’m yet to face

I have come to realise 
That not all stories leave me satisfied

But isn’t that one of the joys of a bookshelf
So much variation?
So much emotion?

And I count myself lucky to have turned so many pages

I have read the surface of my dog’s ears
A kind of softness that is incomparable 
A reflection of the comfort a dog brings

And their overall affectionate nature

The warmth of my mum’s cuddle
And the incredible power it has

The kind that can rid any illness or sorrow 
The safest place to be

Watching a cosy movie with bundles of blankets
As rain and wind dance through the wintry gloom

A movie that whisks you back to simpler times
And warms your heart

Sometimes even to the point of shedding tears 
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The Graveyard of My Mind

Firs,
Forget-me-nots,
And chrysanthemums of the purest white

Bloom around me,
Lining my path:
I'm strolling through my graveyard.

Then one grave pulls me in with a sound.
A dial zooming back to nought,
It sounds again and again, eleven times over.

A remnant sensation flickers across my finger tips.
I recognise that aged inky plane
That protects the intricate mechanics within.

Fleeting images flood my mind:
My grandad, hotels, happiness, smiles.
The grave shows me it all.

Of a sudden, I’m back, 
Standing in front of the grave that drew me in.
I carry on through my personal necropolis,

Leaving that grave,
To rest, 
To visit.

Mia S, 10MB
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Imogen N, 10MS

Best Before 

I reach towards the back of the pantry,
My hand grasping around the cold tin.
I gingerly turn the lid.
The smell of rich chocolate fills my nostrils,
Its powdery texture soft against my wrinkled fingers
Transporting me back in time. 

It was icy cold outside,
Coming home from school each night.
My little hands wrapped around a warm mug
Of swirling velvet drink.

Back in the pantry, 
My fingers wrap around a bottle this time,
Instantly feeling that bitter-beetroot drink trickle down my throat,
Reminding me of the pre-race morning, 
Attempting to swallow that foul-tasting liquid,
Whilst squirming at the sourness. 
The musty smell transports me back to the pantry,
All these cherished jars and tins sit before me getting perilously,
Close to their best before date. 
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Ananya M, 10ARi

Moments

Not wanting the days and months
To be pulled away, 
Like a dust-covered toy
from its screeching child, 
I earnestly seek the place where some strips still remain,
untarnished.

They live within
an old, frayed box.
The best moments framed with the finest cedar, 
sheathed in polystyrene pellets. 
Among them lie snaps.

Keys from a dissonant piano,
Smooth and cold like a pebble.
Old ballet slippers,
A perfect match 
like a newborn snuggled up against its mother.
Just one touch and film-reels would spiral at full speed.
Projections dancing across the sky.

A month before this, I took a photo.
Eyes wide and smiling.
An iris like a storm,
Each individual cloud folded over.
The strips, no longer fresh as a drop of dew,
Nor crisp like a leaf,
Shrivell as time goes on.

I want nothing more than
To once again live in those days
Before they all fade away.
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Packing Up Summer  

As the Wintertide buries the golden seabed, 
A packing up of my summer wardrobe is overdue;
I turn to the warmth of my memories.

Each fold, a creased memory comes out of hiding
And dances until there are no longer creases, 
but, instead, reminders of comfort and joy:

Warm sand pressed against my feet,  
As I dig their graves;
The distinct musk of ancient books 
As soon as you delve in;
The glistening shine, coating the chocolate river
Made of heaven. 

Some dance longer than others, 
So I make sure to hold on to every move:
The warmth of my mother's coat pocket,
Where I place my frostbitten hand;
My dogs velvet like ears;
The scent of freshly baked bread lingering throughout.

All of these make up my hot water bottle,
Ready for Jack Frost. 

Olivia H, 10CO
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